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SPIRITUALUTION CONCERTS
City Officials,
If your city would like a SpiritualutionSM Concert that would uplift the hopes and the hearts of the people for a new
world to come and inspire hope in the coming back to this planet of The Promised One, and if your city has
been through tornadoes, earthquakes, storms, or hurricanes and needs spiritual upliftment, please call Mycenay
Plyler at (520) 307-5192.
TaliasVan, a spiritual leader, visionary and environmental and political change agent, delivers what he calls a
Spiritualution Movement for Change, in part, through his music.
The Spiritualution — Justice to the People movement welcomes participants of all walks of life, all races, and all
creeds. We are Change Agents pioneering the institutional laws and practices necessary to live peacefully in a world
without borders. Spiritualution is a movement for a common good towards a better way of living!
Spiritualution Concerts are the core purpose of TaliasVan's musical virtuosity. His Spiritualution Concerts endeavor
to bring people from all religions together in unity, to celebrate the hope of the return of the Promised One
and the Divine New Order to come. He and his 11-piece Bright & Morning Star Band generate soul-shaking
harmonies blended with genre-bending instrumentation to create his original genre CosmoPop® — spiritually hip
vocal music — which masterfully incorporates spiritual lyrics, mantra and sacred dance with influences from rock,
jazz, Celtic, folk and world music to create an interuniversal and interdimensional experience.
The beating heart of CosmoPop® Music is TaliasVan's voice and guitar. His stylized vocals express the height and
depth of emotional experience while his lyrics reveal the poetry and wisdom of one who has lived lifetimes. His
soul-prose expresses a spiritual sound that is visionary and hip, yet real and down to earth.
TaliasVan believes that spiritual music does not have to be rote, churchy or square and that a spiritual person can
still be hip.
Just to give you more information on TaliasVan's Spiritualution Concerts, we will market them as a sacred gathering
of people of all faiths to come together to pray for the coming of The Promised One. We will also include the
following information within our marketing.
The Promised One is also known as:
• Hadhrat Isa (the Arab name for Jesus) — Islam
• Kalki Avatar — Hindu
• Jesus Christ — Christian
• Maitreya (The World Teacher) — Hindu/Buddhist sects
• Jampa — Tibetan
• The Messiah — Jewish
• Krishna — Hindu
• Imam Mahdi — Muslim
We feel this will also be an interfaith message of goodwill to all the people of various faiths in your city.
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Musician, Composer and Cultural Visionary
For his entire adult life, TaliasVan has been dedicated to making the world as it should be – where every man,
woman, and child has food, clothing, a home, and not just subsistence-level work, but the tools and assistance
to cultivate their unique gifts, talents, and dreams.
He believes there is a vital link between the human need for positive, creative self-expression and the forming
of a balanced, sustainable, and evolving culture.
TaliasVan has been singing and making music since he was boy. He spent years actively performing in
Pittsburgh's nightclub-scene before experiencing a spiritual awakening at age 24. Since then, he has fused his
spiritual walk with his musical talents to create some of the planet's best higher-consciousness music.
He writes songs from his own soul experience, expressing the agony and ecstasy of life. He touches and inspires
the hearts and minds of his listeners, giving them hope in the midst of the day-to-day struggles of life.
CosmoPop® is spiritual vocal music that addresses the sufferings of our times and gives hope for a better world
to come.™ It is TaliasVan's unique form of Global Change Music, which he plays with the 11-piece Bright &
Morning Star Band. The members of his band are professional, and his two female background singers
complement him with his multi-dimensional original melodies.
As spiritual vocal music, CosmoPop® incorporates lyrics, mantra, sacred dance, using rock, jazz, Celtic, folk, and
world music, a truly interuniversal and interdimensional experience.
The beating heart of CosmoPop® Music is TaliasVan's voice and guitar. His stylized vocals express the height and
depth of emotional experience, while his lyrics reveal the poetry and wisdom of one who has lived lifetimes. His
soul-prose expresses a spiritual sound that is visionary and hip, yet real and down to earth. TaliasVan believes
that spiritual music does not have to be rote, churchy, or square and that a spiritual person can still be hip.
TaliasVan & The Bright & Morning Star Band balances the intimacy and spiritual sincerity of a singer-songwriter
with the groove and excitement of an 11-piece intergalactic jam-band.
TaliasVan is one of the most unique and distinct spiritual leaders and authors of our time. His work provides
wisdom, cosmic absolutes, and answers to the questions of the seeking soul.
TaliasVan & The Bright & Morning Star Band: visit his band website, CosmoPop.org
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